
Prepositions of Time (in/on/at)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_____ noon he could go no further.1. At

I found the specimens _____ October and November.2. in

The sum which they fetched-for the gang kept very regular
accounts-formed an important item _____ the next day of sharing, of which
there were twelve in the year.

3.
on

_____ the morning, though, it was gone.4. In

But _____ the morning, something happened.5. in

I'll be with him _____ ten seconds.6. in

It is true that I had a country walk _____ Thursday and came home in a
dreadful mess; but as I have changed my clothes, I can't imagine how you
deduce it.

7. on

But _____ the morning he awoke still troubled.8. in

He died _____ June 17, 1719, at the age of forty-seven.9. on

Mrs. Edward Jerningham died _____ June 24th.10. on

_____ a few moments he was in plain sight.11. In

In other words, if one half of a company escaped from slavery _____ April
18, 1861, they are to be paid thirteen dollars per month and allowed three
dollars and a half per month for clothing.

12. on

_____ noon the men came ashore for dinner.13. At

_____ February 24, 1815, Fulton died.14. On

To put a large bill in the plate _____ Sunday, to open her purse wide for
the objects of charity and relief daily presented, was indeed a privilege and a
pleasure, and a satisfaction to the conscience which occasionally tripped her
in her rapid pace.

15. on
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_____ a few minutes sail was reduced.16. In

Its leaders were wanting _____ the moment of action.17. at

_____ a moment I had lifted him into the boat.18. In

He was once seriously angry, and that in a grave, quiet manner, because
they supplied no fish _____ Friday; for Barney was a conscientious Catholic.
19.

on

The treaty was communicated to us by Mr. Erskine _____ the day
Congress was to rise.
20. on
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